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Reduce the Burden of Vendor Risk Assessments with a Data Sharing
Community of 23,000+ Vendors
How You (and Your Vendors) Benefit from
Shared Data in the Cyber Risk Exchange
There is immense value in working together, leveraging
collective intelligence and shared resources instead
of operating in siloes. What if we could apply this
“community” concept to vendor risk assessments?
By facilitating the “exchange” of pre-completed and
validated assessments, the OneTrust Vendorpedia
Cyber Risk Exchange benefits both the assessor and the
respondent. Respondents can complete an assessment
once and share it with as many future partners as
desired. Assessors get validated assessments back faster
while eliminating countless hours chasing assessments.
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Assessment Validation Levels
Level 1
Onsite Validation

Level 2
Remote Validation

Level 3
Automated Validation

A OneTrust partner will validate the
controls of vendor by going on-site
to conduct controls testing.

A OneTrust partner will validate the
controls of vendor by conducting
controls testing remotely.

Assessment includes automated
risk flagging, gap analysis, and
control tracking technology.

BENEFITS FOR
YOU

BENEFITS FOR
VENDORS

•

Tap into a community of crowdsourced vendor risk assessments using industry standards

•

Receive your own personal assessment assistant to work with you and your vendors

•

Complete vendor risk assessments faster, without the constant back-and-forth with vendors

•

Use any shared industry-standard assessment or customize your own questionnaire

•

Access research and metrics on all your vendors from 100s of sources, updated daily

•

Respond to industry-standard assessments and share it with as many assessors as you’d like

•

Save your answers and update the assessment as necessary, never start from scratch

•

Use an online response portal with collaboration capabilities, avoid spreadsheets altogether

•

Work with an assessment expert, acting as your dedicated support agent during the process

•

Auto-complete custom assessments using your industry-standard questionnaires

Why OneTrust Vendorpedia Cyber Risk Exchange?
Access Aggregated and Up-to-Date Cyber Security Research on 23,000 Vendors
•

Build vendor profiles using cyber security research on all your vendors, updated daily

•

Sync your vendor inventory with the exchange to maintain evergreen vendor profiles

•

Receive alerts and kickoff automation workflows when vendor details change, such as expiring security certs.

Save Time and Resources by Leveraging Vendor Chasing Services™ (Risk Assessments as a Service)
•

Upload your vendor list and we’ll work directly with your vendors to complete any questionnaire

•

Use intelligent assessments with built-in risk flagging, control tracking, and remediation suggestions

•

Order validation and our partner network will review, control test, and validate your vendor risk assessments

Monitor Vendor Breaches and the Evolving Regulatory Environment with OneTrust DataGuidance™
•

Let us do the research for you with 40 in-house researchers monitoring 300 jurisdictions around the world

•

Take advantage of same-day support for new standards, frameworks, and laws across every industry

•

Get notified when vendor data breaches and disruptive events in your supply chain occur

Listen for Changes and Take Actions Automatically with OneTrust Athena™ AI
•

Leverage AI technology that detects new risks and performance issues as (or even before) they arise

•

Use Athena™ AI to listen for vendor changes and trigger actions via the robotic automation engine

•

Receive suggestions from Athena to make more intelligent decisions, faster

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY AT VENDORPEDIA.COM
ATLANTA | BANGALORE | BANGKOK | HONG KONG | LONDON
MELBOURNE | MUNICH | NEW YORK | SAN FRANCISCO | SÃO PAULO
OneTrust Vendorpedia™ is the largest and most widely used technology platform to
operationalize third-party risk, security and privacy management. More than 5,000 customers
use OneTrust, including the OneTrust Vendorpedia Cyber Risk Exchange, Vendor Chasing
Services™, and Assessments & Due Diligence technology, to mitigate risk and monitor the
performance of vendors, suppliers, and third parties.

